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Email tips
General email communication tips
● Start with a brief greeting.
● Identify the purpose (what, why, and when) and make sure your point is easy to
understand.
● Include relevant request information - titles, request numbers, dates.
● Use white space, bullets and/or bold text if it will help the reader find the pertinent
details.
● Include the next steps, who will do each step, and by what date.
● If additional information is necessary, try to provide it as an accessible link or
attachment.
Save yourself some time by creating templates for often used messages
● Google canned responses: Create a template of your commonly sent email messages
and quickly re-create that when needed. Go into your email settings to enable the
feature which you may find in Advanced or “Labs” tab, depending on how Google is set
up at your institution. There are some good videos on YouTube if you need additional
instructions on how to do the setup and how to create a canned response.

● Email signatures: If you use another email program, it may allow you to create multiple
signatures. If so, take advantage of this feature to include the body of the email as a part
of your signature and name it accordingly to match your commonly sent email
messages. This works just like a template.

Email lists
Use good subject lines
Avoid subjects like “Can anyone help?” and instead try: “Looking for article in Journal of
International Studies, 2017”
Mute a thread when the message isn’t pertinent to you or your work (available on Google)

Slack
Slack is a way to communicate with coworkers instantly. It allows for direct messages, group
messages. Can use on desktop or mobile device.

Communication with Patrons
Email
● Does your patron have a preferred email account? Is it possible for you to use it for
notifications?
● For tips on email formatting to improve comprehension, see: Clark, Thomas Messaging
in a Mobile Era: Preparing students to shine on the small screen, website, on August 29,
2017.

Editing email for improved readability

Edit and reformat your emails to make them easier to read on various devices:

Text
Use text whenever possible if your patrons prefer it. Text notifications are now available on
OCLC WorldShare ILL, Tipasa, and ILLiad.
Text can also be helpful between co-workers when you need to communicate quickly from
different locations.

Bibliographic instruction and patron tips
Communicate helpful tips for patrons to the people who have contact with your patrons.
Consider talking to bibliographic instructors or reference staff so they know what patrons
struggle to understand about ILL. You may want to provide examples where you have seen
users confused, for example:
● Explain why it is important to download or print a scanned article received via ILL before
it expires.
● Help them understand how copyright allows them to legally able to use and save articles
under fair use for their personal educational needs.
● Communicate that it costs money to borrow physical items, ensure they will be able to
pick up an item before they order it.
● Help them understand that shipping will take time.
● Remind patrons that the borrowed items don’t belong to your library. If they return
items by the due date they help your library maintain good relations with lenders for
future ILL transactions.
● How to hit that “sweet spot” when asking for renewals by making sure it isn’t too late or
too early.
● Does your ILL system have a confirmation request notice where you are able to add
information pertaining to the above points on an email notification?
● What other staff at your library might benefit from knowing more about ILL? Consider
providing some of this information to the Circulation/Access service department.

Taking communication with patrons a step further:
Check out the slides for last year’s #OCLCRSC18 presentation by Zheng Ye (Lan) Yang from Texas
A&M University. By communicating more with patrons throughout the borrowing process, they
were able to significantly reduce ILL costs. Look for it in “Stop Chasing Chickens and Let the
Fences Do the Work: Data Supported Service Policies in Action.”

Communication with co-workers
When staff move between work areas such as different buildings, stacks versus shared
workroom, text can be helpful.

Slack is a helpful tool when several staff members need to get instant messages about requests
or workflow.
Your library’s website
Your website can help make it easier for patrons to be successful with interlibrary loan. Take a
look at examples of how these libraries are helping educate and inform patrons:
Ryerson University
Furman
Florida State University Music Library

Communication with other libraries.
● Use a departmental account instead of a personal email address.
● Reply all if the email has been sent to more than one address so everyone is seeing all
responses.
● Avoid subjects like: “Need help with a request” or “Can I ask you a question?”
● Make it easy for the library to locate the item or request by using the title and/or the ILL
number in the subject line. It also makes it easier to locate the email if someone needs
to search for it later.
● Use an easily readable format.
● Use bullet points or a new line to make it easy for the reader to see each question or
request you have.
● Provide information for next steps or stating the outcome you would like to happen.

Keep good records - communicate damage early
Keep good records of the condition of any items you lend or borrow, this is especially helpful
for issues of material damage. Consider taking a quick photo of any item conditions you want to
document during a transaction.
Lenders, if you are noting an item’s condition when you send it, make sure to let the borrower
know that you noted any marking or other damage when it was sent.
Borrowers - keep good records on the material when you receive the item and let the lender
know right away. It is easier for someone to recall that damage a couple of days after preparing
it for shipping than it will be weeks or months later when the item is ready for return.

USPS - Formatting address labels
Yes, USPS does provide free tracking for Library rate shipping. If you use USPS tracking you will
be able to see if your labels are working. If you discover issues try to work with your shipping
department to figure out what can be done to get better results. You can avoid having your
items turned around or just bounced from one USPS station to another by specific placement of
the shipping label:
● When return addresses are placed too close to the sending address it can confuse the
system.
● Make sure there is plenty of white space around the sending address.
● Place the return address toward the left corner.
Good to know:
With USPS automation there is no need to state: “Library rate”
No postal inspection statement is necessary.

Policy Directory
Make sure your Policy Directory is up to date and that your policies are clear and current.
● Are your addresses and contacts correct?
● Do your links work properly?
● Have you entered days on the system when your library is closed (going lower case on
OCLC)?
● Consider making a habit of checking your directory information during breaks or
whenever you have slow times in ILL.
***In an emergency situation, you can call OCLC directly 1 (800) 848-5800 and ask them to set
your supplier status to “no” (LOWERCASE). OCLC Support can also help you if you need
assistance changing information on your WorldCat registry or service configuration.

Additional tips from attendees at the in-person session:
Patron attention, how do you get patrons attention? Try supplying a need response by date to
create a sense of urgency. If there’s no date, your patron may overlook retrieving or picking up
the item.
Work on the subject line your Interlibrary loan request has arrived may go to a SPAM filter.
Often the word “loan” is caught in email filters.
Try putting the status of the item in the subject line.
A library frustrated by ILL items not being picked up asked patrons for an entire semester why
they did not use their ILL items. They learned the reasons and took steps to ensure they made
changes in processes where they were able. It greatly reduced the non-pickup rate.
Go ahead and send a second message if you don’t receive a response the first time.
Sent email notifications to patrons indicating a date we need a response by.
Younger patrons don’t seem to respond to email. We need to find better ways to communicate
with them in their preferred methods (text). Texting works with requesting in ILLiad. But how
do we text patrons in other situations?
Regarding using highlighted colors in emails to bring attention to things. Colors may be
rendered differently or not at all depending on the viewing device. Accessibility issues such as
color blindness may also be an issue.

Basic ILL training for staff that helped everyone understand how and which questions they

could answer along with tips on what should be referred to ILL staff.
Penn State uses a chat service to make things easier - building an FAQ and is working with
reference staff to provide more questions on ILL. They also have a channel devoted to ILL and
have ILL staff answering them. Ask us goes directly to ILL staff.
During patron education sessions have an ILL staff member in attendance.
Check email filters if your institution uses them. Check SPAM periodically as legitimate
messages can show up there.
Requesting with other countries? In another language, you can use Google translate to write in
another language. Or, use English, but greet in the library staffs’ native language.
Notes on the item’s condition can be recorded in the special instruction or staff notes.
Think about using a damaged item slip - the lender can check off any concerns about the
condition of the item and it also really helps students who are processing items to know what
to look for. The patrons can also see right away that there is a record that the item was
received damaged.
Library rate now includes tracking. Work with your mailroom to see how it might work best for
you. The official tracking number at some libraries is added in the mailroom. Check to see how
your institution might get it to work.
You can order tracking numbers from USPS to scan and help you keep records in your ILL office.
USPS URL for tracking information
USPS order tracking labels

